
Opening Night - Norm Foster: A Masterpiece
of Insight and Wit
Opening Night, a play by the renowned Canadian playwright Norm Foster,
is a captivating and thought-provoking work that explores the intricacies of
human relationships, the nature of art, and the pursuit of dreams. With its
witty dialogue, relatable characters, and insightful themes, Foster's play
has captivated audiences worldwide, establishing itself as a modern classic
in contemporary theater.

A Cast of Complex Characters

The play revolves around a group of characters involved in the production
of a new Broadway show. At the center is David, the playwright, a man
consumed by his art and haunted by the pressure of his impending opening
night. Susan, the leading lady, is a talented and ambitious actress
balancing her career with the demands of her personal life. Jerry, the
director, is a charismatic and driven leader navigating the complexities of
bringing the production to life.
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These central characters are surrounded by a supporting cast of equally
well-developed individuals, each with their own motivations and conflicts.
Sarah, the playwright's wife, is a supportive and understanding partner, yet
she grapples with her own fears and insecurities. Mark, the producer, is a
pragmatic businessman eager for success but torn between artistic integrity
and financial considerations. Together, these characters form a vibrant
tapestry of personalities that makes the play relatable and engaging.

Themes of the Play

Opening Night delves into a multitude of complex themes that resonate
with both theater artists and audiences alike. One central theme is the
nature of art and its power to transform lives. Through the struggles and
triumphs of the characters, Foster explores the transformative power of
theater, its ability to inspire, provoke, and heal.

Another prominent theme is the human condition, with all its complexities
and contradictions. Foster examines the complexities of relationships, the
delicate balance between love and ambition, and the challenges of
pursuing dreams in the face of adversity. The characters' journeys provide
a poignant and thought-provoking reflection on the human experience.

Foster's Signature Wit and Humor

Despite its exploration of profound themes, Opening Night is also a
remarkably funny play. Foster's signature wit and humor shine through in
the dialogue, providing moments of levity and laughter amidst the dramatic
tension. The characters' witty banter and self-deprecating remarks inject a
sense of warmth and humanity into the play, making them both relatable
and endearing.



The humor serves not only to entertain but also to enhance the play's
themes. By juxtaposing comedic moments with moments of introspection,
Foster creates a rich tapestry of emotions that allows the audience to
connect with the characters on multiple levels.

The Importance of Artistic Integrity

Opening Night also examines the importance of artistic integrity. Through
the character of David, Foster explores the challenges of balancing artistic
vision with the demands of commercial success. David's struggle to
maintain his artistic integrity while navigating the pressures of Broadway
provides a thought-provoking commentary on the nature of art and its role
in society.

Foster does not provide easy answers, but he invites the audience to
question the compromises artists may have to make to achieve success.
By highlighting the tension between artistic integrity and commercial
viability, the play sparks a meaningful dialogue about the value and
purpose of art.

Opening Night is a triumph of modern theater, a play that is both
entertaining and thought-provoking. Norm Foster's witty dialogue, relatable
characters, and insightful themes have created a masterpiece that
continues to captivate audiences worldwide. The play's exploration of the
complexities of human relationships, the nature of art, and the pursuit of
dreams resonates deeply, leaving a lasting impact on those who
experience it.

Whether you are a seasoned theater enthusiast or a newcomer to the
stage, Opening Night is a must-see production that will entertain, provoke,



and stay with you long after the curtain falls.
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